
Oil

After falling for six straight sessions, the crude oil market finally saw a bit of an upside in Friday’s trading last week. The Brent front 
month contract rose 1,36 USD/bbl during the day, settling at 62,72 USD/bbl. The market is focused on increased production in the 
United States, but prospects of further output cuts among the OPEC countries and Russia weighed heavier Friday. Monday morning, 
the market has returned to the bearish sentiment.

Gas

Ample supply and a milder weather outlook led to falling prices across the European gas markets Friday, both on the near term con-
tracts and further out the curve. The temperature outlook across Europe is set to remain around normal the next couple of days, but 
from then on, the level should increase to wee above average. This causes demand for gas to fall, although the insecure French nuclear 
sector continues to offer concerns on the gas market. The first indications show a slight rebound Monday.

Coal

Last week, focus on the European coal market was on South Africa and the looming strike among the country’s coal workers, but these 
concerns eased Friday. The country’s miners decided Friday not to go on strike after all, as initially planned, leading to falling prices 
on the European coal markets. Progress is being made in the negotiations with the South African government, negotiations that will 
continue this week. The API 2 Cal-18 contract therefore fell Friday, closing the day at 81,38 USD/t. This is the lowest price level for more 
than a month. We do however expect a rebound Monday.

Carbon
Despite the quite noticeable losses on both the coal and gas markets, the European CO2 quota market avoided any noticeable losses 
Friday. The benchmark quota contract fell a marginal 0,02 EUR/t, settling at 7,48 EUR/t. The market avoided losses due to rising profit 
margins for coal-fired power generation, something which causes increased demand for coal. A downside seems likely Monday.

Hydro

The next few days look quite dry in the Nordic area, but from the on, the conditions are set to turn much wetter. During the rest of the 
week, precipitation is set to be significantly above average, and although the outlook turns drier again from the beginning of next week, 
the 10-day period in total is much wetter than average. Temperatures are set to rise significantly during the week and are expected a 
couple of degrees above normal when we reach the forthcoming weekend.

Germany

Another bearish sentiment struck the German power market Friday, where prices fell for a fourth day in a row. The losses on especially 
the coal market weighed in, but the much milder weather forecasts were also instrumental. Therefore, the country’s Cal-18 contract 
ended up falling further. It closed at 35,70 EUR/MWh, down 0,20 EUR/MWh from Thursday. We expect another downside on the long 
end of the curve Monday, where the market focuses on the German government negotiations, which stranded yesterday evening, 
without a solution.

Equities
Following a single bullish day Thursday, the European stock markets returned to the bearish sentiment Friday. The week therefore in 
total ended with a big downside on both the European and the US markets. Monday morning, focus will probably be on Germany, where 
the country’s government negotiations broke down Sunday. 

Conclusion

Falling coal and gas prices, combined with losses on the German power market and wetter weather forecasts, led to quite a big down-
side on the Nordic power market Friday. The Q1-18 contract fell 0,52 EUR/MWh, closing at 31,53 EUR/MWh, while the YR-18 contract 
was down 0,55 EUR/MWh, settling at 26,80 EUR/MWh. Long term contracts should fall Monday, following the development from the 
German power market.
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